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NON-MODULAR VARI~- I IES  OF  SEMIMODULAR 
LATT ICF~ WITH A SPANNING Ms* 
R.W. QUACKENBUSH 
Department ofMathematics, University o[ Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2, Canada 
Cet article pr6sente la construction de nombreux treillis semi-modulaires au moyen du 
produit tensoriel de demi-treillis. Les treillis obtenus ont de la forme M3 ® B o~ B est un 
treillis modulaire born6. I1 est montr6 clue lorsque B d6crit une classe 6quatiormeUe K de 
treillis modulaires alors M a ® B d6crit une classe 6quationnelle K 3 de treillis semi-modulaires 
avec le 'spanning M 3' et clue K 3 est fmimem bas6e si et seulement si K l'est. Enfin est 6tudi6 le 
comportement des treillis Ma®B relativement aux notions de matroides binaires, 
supersolvabilit6, rang, et fonction de Whitney. 
1. Inll~iuclion 
A non-modular lattice always has N5 as a sublattice and N5 is not semimodular; 
hence, every variety of semimodular lattices consists entirely of modular lattices. 
This is unfortunate since it means that much of the algebraic machinery which can 
be applied to modular lattices is useless for semimodular lattices. We can try to 
get around this by insisting that each lattice have a spanning/~3: introduce nullary 
operations (constants) a, b, c, 0, 1 so that a ^  b = a ^  c = b ^  c = 0, a v b = a v c = 
b v c = 1 and 0 ~<x ~< 1 for all x. Since these conditions can all be stated as 
identities, we can consider the variety of all lattices with a spanning M'3; call it ~3- 
But there is no obvious reason why this little trick should allow us to find a 
non-modular subvariety of *~3 all of whose lattices are semimodular. Thus, it is 
rather surprising that *~a contains 2 ~o non-modular subvarieties of semimodular 
lattices. Moreover, these varieties are as non-modular as possible: every non- 
trivial subvariety of -~3 contains d~3, the variety generated by M3; in each of these 
non-modular semimodular subvarieties, the only modular lattices occurring are 
those in d~3. For background material for this paper, the reader is referred to [2, 
5, 6]. 
These non-modular semimodular lattices are constructed as the tensor product 
of 1t!3 and a bounded modular lattice; the tensor product is taken in the category 
5e0 of join semilattices with zero (so that the morphisms are the 0-preserving join 
homomorphisms). Stated in this manner, this seems to be an absurd situation. 
Why the tensor product? Why a semilattice tensor product rather than a lattice 
tensor product? Why should a semilattice tensor product of two lattices be a 
lattice? Why should it be semimodular? And most of all, how would anyone 
discover this in the first place? 
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Before proceeding with the details of this paper, I want to provide some 
explanations for these questions. For the first question, I will give three construc- 
tions which are intimately connected with the tensor product in 5Co. For the 
second, note that in order for the tensor product to be well behaved (e.g., 
associative), it is necessary for Hom sets to be objects in the category (see [3]); 
since the join of two join homomorphisms (taken pointwise) is again a join 
homomorphism, this is the case for 5P0. For the third question, there are wide 
classes of examples where the tensor product in S¢0 of two lattices is again a 
lattice. For instance, the finite members of ~e0 are all lattices and ,9°0 is locally 
finite; hence the tensor product of two finite members of 6e o is again finite and so 
is a lattice. However, it is not known whether the tensor product of two lattices in 
5e0 is always a lattice; this seems unlikely. For the fourth question I have no 
explanation, only a proof. Finally, the explanation to the last question is that the 
discovery was made by investigating and generalizing the first construction below. 
Construction 1. Let D be a finite distributive lattice with. P its poset of join 
irreducibles. In M3 = {0, a, b, c, 1} replace the two element interval {0, a} with D; 
this forms a partial lattice. What is the free modular lattice generated by this 
partial lattice? As proved by Wille [9], it is (M3) P, the lattice of all isotone 
mappings from P into M3 (with join and meet taken componentwise). Later, E.T. 
Schmidt [7] showed that it could be represented as {(a, b, c) ~ D 3 [ a ^  b = a ^  c = 
b ^  c}. But this is the set of all unit-preserving meet homomorphisms from M3 into 
D. What is behind this curious duality in representing this modular lattice? 
Construction 2. A linear space P = (P, B) is a finite set P of points and a set B of 
blocks which are subsets of P such that each block contains at least two points and 
each pair of distinct points is contained in a unique block of B. A subset F of P is 
a flat if whenever F contains two points of P it also contains the unique block 
through the points; the flats of P form a lattice, L(P), with meet being set 
intersection. Given two linear spaces P=(P ,B)  and Q=(Q,  C), there is an 
obvious way to define the direct product P x O of P and Q: the set of points is 
P× Q and the blocks are of three kinds: {p}× c where p ~ P and c ~ C, b ×{q} 
where b ~ B and q ~ Q, and {(p, q), (p', q')} where p, p' ~ P, q, q' ~ Q, p ~ p' and 
q~ q'. It is straightforward to verify that P × O is a linear space. What is L(P× Q) 
and how is it related to L(P) and L(Q)? 
Construction 3. Let A, B be finite members of 3'0. Form the partial join 
semilattice AoB on (A - {0}) x (B - {0}) by declaring (ax, bl)v(a2, b2) to be 
defined if (al, b0 <~ (a2, b2) or (al, b0 ~> (a2, bz) or al = a2 or bl = b2, and setting it 
equal to (axva2, bxvb~ in any of these cases. A subset I of AoB is an ideal if 
(ax, bx) ~< (a2, b2) ~ I implies (al, b~) ~ I and if (ax, b0, (a2, b2) ~ I with their join 
defined implies (a lv  a2, bx v bz)~ I. The set of ideals of A oB (including the empty 
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set) forms a lattice, L(A  oB). How can the structure of L(A  oB) be related to that 
of A and B (which are themselves lattices)? 
The reader should not be surprised to learn that each lattice construction is an 
instance of the tensor product: (M3)P=M3®D, L (PxQ)=L(P)®L(Q)  and 
L(A oB) = A ® B (here, ® denotes the tensor product in S¢0). The strange duality 
discovered by Schmidt is essentially due to the fact that ~ is c6mmutative. In [6] 
the lattice structure of A ® B is investigated in the case when A ® B is a lattice. 
The main result is that ConL(A ® B)= ConL(A)® ConL(B) (here COnL(L) is the 
lattice of lattice congruences of L). In particular, if A is a simple lattice (as M3 is), 
then ConL (A ® B) --- ConL (B), a result which Schmidt proved for A = M3 and B 
a bounded distributive lattice. Also, it turns out that A ® B is modular iff A is 
modular and B is distributive, or vice-versa. Thus it is natural to ask what 
properties M3 ~ M3 has, which brings us back to the subject of this paper. 
2. Results 
Let us examine the tensor product in Se 0 more closely. Let A, B ~ ST0, and form 
the partial join semilattice A oB exactly as in Construction 3 (we are not now 
assuming that A and B are finite). Let Fo(A oB) be the free join semilattice with 0 
generated by AoB;  then Fo(AoB)=A ®B. We can define ideals just as before 
and form L(AoB).  But L(AoB)  will always be a complete lattice while Fo(AoB) 
need not even be a lattice. 
Let us take A = M3 (with M3 = {0, a, b, c, 1}) and B a bounded modular lattice. 
Then every element of M3®B other than 0 can be written in the form 
(a ,x )v(b ,y)v(c ,z )v(1 ,  w) with x, y, z, weB-{0}.  In order to compute in 
M3 ® B, we need to know when two representations represent the same element; 
i.e., when does 
(a, x)v(b, y) v(c, z)v(1,  w) = (a, x') v (b, y ')v (c, z ' )v(1,  w'). 
Thus, we need a solution to the word problem for A ® B. This was done by G. 
Fraser [4], and we state the solution for the case where A, B ~ ,9'0 are lattices. 
Theorem 1 (Fraser [4]). Let A, B ~ S~o be lattices. For a, al, . . . , an ~ A -{0} and 
b, bl, - • -, b, ~ B - {0}, 
(a, b)~ < V {(a~, bi)l 1 <~i<~n} 
if and only if there is an n-ary lattice polynomial p such that a <~ p(ax , . . . ,  an) and 
b ~<pa(bl , . . . ,  b,,) where pa is the dual polynomial of p obtained by interchanging 
all meets and loins. 
Let us abbreviate (a, x)v(b, y)v(c, z)v(1, w) by (x, y, z, w). We will permit 
0 ~ {x, y, z, w} by interpreting (a, 0) = (b, 0) = (c, 0) = (1, 0) as 0, the zero of 
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Mr3®B. For instance, (a, x) is abbreviated (x, 0, 0, 0). As we shall now see, the 
w-component is superfluous; let us further abbreviate (x, y, z, 0) by (x, y, z). 
l.,emma 2. (x, y , z ,w)=(xvw,  yvw,  zvw) .  
Proof. First note that (0 ,0 ,0 ,  w)<~(xvw, yvw,  zvw)  (i.e., (1, w)~(a, xvw)v  
(b, yvw)v(c ,  zvw) )by  taking p(r,s, t)= rvsVt :  l~avbvc  and W<-(XVW)A 
(y V W) A (Z V W). Thus, (X, y, Z, W) <~ (X V W, yVW, Z V W). For the opposite inequal- 
ity, note that by symmetry, it stt/tices to show that (x v w, 0, 0) ~< (x, 0, 0, w) (i.e., 
(a, xvw)~(a ,x )v (1 ,  w)); for this, take p(r,s)=rAs: a<~aA1 and xvx<~xv 
w. [] 
Thus, each member o f /~3 ® B can be represented as a member of B 3. The 
representation is not unique. We should try to find a canonical representation for 
elements of 1113 ® B. The next lemma points the way. 
Lemma 3. (x, y, z )=(xv(yAz) ,  yV(XAZ), ZV(XAy)). 
Proof. One direction of the inequality is obvious. For the opposite inequality, it 
suffices to show that (x v (y A z), 0, 0) ~< (x, y, z). For this, take p (r, s, t) = r A (S v t): 
a~aA(bvc)  and xV(yAZ)<~xv(yAZ).  [] 
I_emma 3 says that we can get higher and higher (in B s) representations of the 
same element. A good candidate for a canonical representation would be 
the unique maximal representation of the element, provided such exists. If 11 
were the free lattice with {x, y, z} as free generators, then (a, x) v (b, y) v (c, z) would 
have no maximal representation. However, our ]1 is modular; since the free 
modular lattice on three generators is finite, this guarantees that a canonical 
representation always exists. In fact, it is already given in Lernma 3. 
Deflnilion. (x, y, z) is the canonical form of (a, x )v  (b, y)v  (c, z) if and only if for 
every (x', y', z ' )= (x, y, z), we have x'~<x, y'~<y, z'<~z. 
4. <:gV(yAZ), yV(XAZ), ZV(XAy)) is the canonical form of (x, y, z). 
Proof. Suppose that (x', y', z ' )=  (x, y, z); by  symmetry, it is enough to show that 
x' <~xv(y AZ). Since (x', 0, 0)<~(x, y, z), there is a polynomial p(r, s, t) such that 
a ~<p(a, b, c) and x' ~<pa(x, y, z). Look at FM(3), the free modular lattice gener- 
ated by {r, s, t}; it is the lattice of all ternary modular lattice polynomials. Consider 
the homomorphism onto Ms defined by sending r to a, s to b and t to c. The 
smallest q ~ FM(3) such that a <~q(a, b, c) is q(r, s, t )= r A (S V t). Thus, q(r, s, t) <~ 
p(r, s, t) and pa(r, s, t)<~qa(r, s, t)= rV(SAt). Hence, x'<~pa(x, y, z)<~qn(x, y, z)= 
x v (y A Z), as desired. []  
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ProoL In a modular lattice, 
(x v (y  ^  z)) ^  (y v (x  ^  z)) = (x ^  y )v (x  ^  z) v (y  ^  z); 
thus if (x, y, z) is canonical, then Lemma 4 implies that X Ay =XAZ = y AZ. 
Conversely, if x A y = X A Z = y A Z, then x v (y A Z) = X, and so Lemma 4 implies 
that (x, y, z) is canonical. [ ]  
Theorem 6. For any bounded modular lattice B, M3®B is isomorphic to 
Hom~,^(M3, B), the lattice of all 1-preserving meet homomorphisms from M3 into 
B. 
ProoL If f :M3- '> 11 is a 1-preserving meet homomorphism, then / (1 )= 1, and 
f(O) = f(a)  ^  f(b) = f(a)  ^  f (c)  = f(b)  ^  f(c). Hence, there is an order isomorphism 
from Homl.^(M3, B) onto the set of canonical abbreviations of Ma ® B (which, of 
come,  is order isomorphic to/~lt 3~ B) which sends f to (f(a), f(b), f(c)). Since 
Homl,^(M3, B) is at least a meet semilattice and IM3t~B is at least a join 
semilattice, they are both lattices (and, of course, isomorphic). [] 
For a bounded modular lattice B, let C(B) be the lattice of all canonical forms 
of M3 ® B. From now on, (x, y, z) will always denote a member of C(B), and we 
will usually denote members of Ms ® B by their canonical forms. 
Corollary 7. In C(B), (x, y, z)^(x ' ,  y', z'} equals (x^x ' ,  y^y ' ,  z^z ' ) ,  and 
(x, y, z )v(x ' ,  y', z') is equal to 
(x v x' v ((y v y') ^  (z v z')), y v y' v ((x v x')  ^  (z v z')), 
z v z' v ((x v x') ^  (y v y'))). 
Thus, the arithmetic of M3 ~ B is quite simple, and we can hope to learn much 
of the structure of M3 ® B from a knowledge of B. From now on, B will always 
be a bounded modular lattice. Our next observation is that M3 ® B is modular itt 
B is distributive. 
Lemma 8 ([6]). M3 ® B is modular if and only if B is distributive. 
l~mt .  As mentioned above, when B is finite and distributive, M3 ® B----(Ma) P 
where P is the poset of join irreducible lements of B ;  this is true in the infinite 
case if P is the Priestly space of B and (M3) P is the lattice of isotone continuous 
maps from P into M3. Hence, M3® B is modular when B is distributive. 
Otherwise, let {0', a', b', c', 1 ~} be a sublattice of B isomorphic to M3 with zero 0' 
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and unit 1'. Then it is easy to check that 
{(0', 0', 0'), (b', a t, 0'), (a', b', 0'), (a', b', c'), (1', 1', 1')} 
forms a sublattice of Ms ® B isomorphic to Ns. [] 
While Ms ® B is not modular when B is not distributive, we will now prove 
that it is always semimodular. We write x>- -y  if x covers y and x~= y if x 
covers or equals y. Recall that a lattice L is semimodular if whenever x>- -y ,  
then for all z~L ,  xvz~yvz .  
I.,elllllla 9. In C(B), if (xl, x2, xs )~ (Yl, Y2, Y3), then xi ~ Y~ for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. Let xx>~x~>yt. Then 
t 
(X1,  X2, XS)-~"(X1, O, O)V(Y l ,  Y2, Y3) 
= (x ~ v y l v (y2 ^  ys), y2 v (ys ^  (x ~ v y0) ,  ys v (y2 ^  (x ~ v yl))  
= (x~, y~v(ys^x~), Ysv(y2^x~))>(Y~, Yz Ys). 
Hence, (xl, x2, xs)=(x~, yzv(y3^x~), ysv(yE^x~), and so xl=x~, implying that 
x~ >---- yl. [] 
Notice that the proof of Lemma 9 also shows that if x l>  yl, then we 
must have x2 = Y2 v (Ya ^  xl) and x3 = Ya v (Y2 A xl). Suppose that 
(xl, x2, x3)>---(yl, Y2, Y3); without loss of generality, we may assume that 
x~>--yx. Let us try to show that for any (zl, z2, z3), (xl, x2, x3)v 
(zl, z2, zs)~---- (Yx, Y2, y3)v(zx, z2, zs). Let us set Yi vz~ = ui and XlX/Z 1 = U~. Using 
x2 = Y2 x/(Y3 A Xx), Xs = Y3 v (Y2 ^  xl) and the modularity of B, we see that 
(Xl, X2, X3)V(Zl, Z2, Z3)=(u~v(u2^u3),u2v(uI^u3),usv(u~^u2)) (1) 
while (Yl, Y2, ys)v(zt,  z2, zs) is gotten by replacing u~ by ut in the right-hand side 
of (1). If u~ = ul, then we are done. Otherwise, u~>-- u~. But u~>-- ul implies 
that each term on the right-hand side of (1) covers the corresponding term when 
F P ut is replaced with ul. Let us further set v~=u~v(u~+~^u~+2) and vi = 
t f F F ! / , l iV(l~i+lA Ui+2) where /A2= U2, U 3 ~- 1~ s and indices are taken modulo 3. Thus, we 
t~_ F t know that v~---  v~, and we want to prove that (vl, v2, v~)~>-- (vl, v2, Vs). To do 
this it will be enough to show that: 
(1) if v~>--  vl, then (v~, O, O)v(vl, v2, vs) = (v~, v6, v~); 
(2) if v~> v2, then (0, v~, 0)v(v l ,  v2, vs)=(v~, v~, v;); 
(3) if v~>--  vs, then (0, 0, v~)v <v l ,  v2, vs)= (v~, v~, v;). 
By symmetry, we need only prove Cases 1 and 2. 
Case 1. Let v~>--vx. Then 
(vL o, O)v(v~, v2, vs)= (vL v2 v(v~ ^  vs), vs v(v~ ^  v9). 
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But 
vz v (v;  ^  vs) = uz v (ul  ^  us) v ((u; v (uz ^  us)) ^  (u3 v (ul  ^  uz)) 
= u2 v(u~ ^  us) v (ul  ^  uz) v (u;  ^  us)v  (uz ^  us) 
t. 
= uzv(u ;  ^  us) = vz, 
similarly, vs v (v ;  ^  v2)= v~. 
Case 2. Let v~>---v2. Then 
(0, V2, O)V (Vl, V2, V3)= (V 1V (V2 A V3) , V2, V 3 V (V2 ^  Vl)). 
But 
V 1V(v2^I)3)= U1V(u z^us)  V((u~V(u 2^us)  )^(u  sV(u 1^u2) ) 
= u~ v(uz^ us) v (u;  ^  us) v (uz^ us) v (u~ ^  u~) 
= u~ v(u2^ us) v (u;  ^  us) = vl v (u ;  ^  us), 
I t t which is either vl or v~. I~ it is vl ,  then we are done. Otherwise, ux^ us<-.-v~. But 
then 
vz -  uz v(u~ ^  us)= uz v (u ;  ^ us^ vO 
= U zV(u;  ^  USA (U IV(u 2A US))) ~--- U 2V(u;  ^  ((U 1A Us)V(U z^ US))) 
= U zV(u l^  U3)V(U; A U2A U3) = U 2V(u l^  US) = V2, 
Also, vs v (v~  ^  vO = us v(u~ ^  uz) - ' vs, as in Case 1. 
computations howing that (x~, x2, xs)v(z~, zz, zs)~ 
contradicting v~>-- Vz. 
This completes the 
(Yl, Yz, ys)v<zl, zz, zs). 
Theorem 10. For every bounded modular lattice B, Ms ® B 
lattice with a spanning Ills given by 
{(0, O, 0), (1, O, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, O, 1), (1, 1, 1)}. 
is a semimodular 
Let Y( be a variety of modular lattices; ~3 is the class of all lattices L with 5 
nullaray operations isomorphic to Ms ® B for some B in Y(. Thus, Xs is a class of 
semimodular lattices with spanning Ms; in fact, Xs is a variety. 
Theornm 11. ~3 is a variety; as a category, it is equivalent to ~. 
PreoL We need to show that Y{3 is closed under the formation of homomorphic 
images, subalgebras and direct products. Let Bi c ~ for i e L It is straightforward 
to verify that 
1-I ® B, li ® ]-] {B li 
Let L be a sublattice of Ms ® B with B ~ ~;  of course, (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), 
(0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1)~L as these are constants. Forgetting the constants, the interval 
[(0,0,0),(1,0,0)] is isomorphic to B. Let (x ,y , z )~L .  Then (x, 0 ,0)= 
(x, y, z)^(1, O, 0), (y, O, O) = (((x, y, z)^(O, 1, O))v(O, O, 1))^(1, O, 0), and (z, O, O) 
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belong to L;  on the other hand, these three elements generate (x, y, z). Let 
B'  e {x ~ B [ (x, 0, 0) ~ L}; then B'  is subalgebra of B, and L = M3 ® B'. Finally, if 
0 is a congruence of M3 ® B, then let 0' be the congruence on B such that 
(x, y) e 0' iff ((x, 0, 0), (y, 0, 0)) e 0. The fact that (/~3 ~) B)/0 -----/~3 (~) (B]O') follows 
from the main result of [6]. This proves that Y/'3 is a variety. The categorical 
equivalence of X3 and X follows from the uniform bijection between Hom(Ma ® 
B1, M'3 ~ B2) and Hom(B1, B2) which sends f :M3 ~ B1 "-> M3 ~ B2 to f '  : B1 --> 
B2 by setting f'(x)=f((x, O, 0)) and conversely sends f '  to f by f((x, y, z) )= 
( f ' (x ) ,  r (y ) ,  f,(z)). [] 
Whenever there is a construction of a second variety from a first, it is natural to 
seek an algorithm for finding an equational basis of the second given one for the 
first. In our case this is a straightforward task. Let ~ be a variety of bounded 
modular lattices with basis ~, and let us form Y{3- To find a basis for Y/'3, we start 
with 2~3, a basis for -~3. Let L e~3;  if L ~ Yf3, then we know that the ideal [0, a] of 
L belongs to ~. Let tr = ~-~ ~ and let t r '= 7' be the result of replacing each 
occurrence of a variable in tr = ~ with the meet of that variable with a. Then 
~'  -- {tr' = 1-' I or = ~" ~ ,~}; if L satisfies ~',  then [0, a ]e  9/" (with a as unit). 
If L is to be in ~3, we know that L must be isomorphic to C([0, a]) (which is 
itself isomorphic to M3 ~ [0, a]) via the mapping f which sends x to (a ^  x, a A 
(c v (b A X)), a A (b v (c A X))). Thus, we must write down identities which make this 
mapping an isomorphism. First we force the range of f to be C([0, a]) by 
identities which say that the pairwise meets of the three components of (a A x, a A 
(C V (b ^  x)), a A (b v (c ^  x))) are equal. To make f a meet homomorphism we need 
the identities 
and 
a A (C v(b AX A y)) = a ^  (c v(b A X)) A (C v(b A y)) 
a A(bV(C AX A y))= aA(bV(C AX))A(bv(c A y)). 
To make f a join homomorphism, we need the identities obtained by taking the 
join of f(x) and f(y) in C([0, a]) and equating it with f(x v y); this gives us three 
identities. For f to be 1-1 we need to solve for x given f(x); this is done by the 
identity 
x = (a ^  x )v(b  ^  (c v (a  ^  (c v(b  ^  x)))))v(c ^  (b v (a  ^  (b v(c  ^  x))))). 
Finally, we need to make f onto. An arbitrary member of C([0, a]) can be written 
as ( (aAx)v (a^ y Az), (a^ y )v (aAxAz) ,  (aAz)v (a^xA y)). Let us abbreviate 
this by (tl, t2, ta); then the element t of L such that f(t)=(h, t2, t3) is 
hv(bA(cvtz) )v(c^(bvt3)) .  Hence, we need these three identities: aAt=h,  
a ^ (c v (b ^  t)) = t2 and a ^  (b v (c ^  t)) = ta. Let ~" be this set of identities which 
forces f to be an isomorphism. Then 2~aO ~'U  ~" is an equational basis for ~3; 
we leave it as an exercise that ~a does satisfy ~3 U 2~'U 2~". 
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"Ilteorem 12. Let ~f be a variety of bounded modular lattices with basis ~ ; then 
23 U 2'  U ~," is a basis for Yf3. In particular, Yf3 is finitely based if and only if ~f is 
finitely based. 
Proof. We need only prove that if X3 is finitely based, then so is 5g. But if ~'3 is 
finitely based, then by the compactness theorem for equational logic, some finite 
subset F of ~3UX'U2~" is a basis for X3. Then F n2~' is finite and can be 
translated into a finite basis for X. [] 
Can we produce other semimodular lattices with the tensor product? If A ® C 
is sernimodular, then both A and C are semimodular since both A and C are 
isomorphic to convex sublattices of A ® C. Thus, we must assume that both A 
and C are semimodular. The answer to the question is yes; we need only take C 
to be distributive. Let D be a finite distributive lattice with P its poset of join 
irreducible lements, and let A be any bounded lattice; then A ® D = A e. 
Iamnna 13. Let A be a bounded semimodular lattice and D a finite distributive 
lattice with poser P of join irreducible lements. I f  f, g ~ A e with f >-- g, then there is 
some p ~ P such that f(p) > g(p) and f(x)  = g(x) for x ~ p. 
Proof. Let q e P and a e A with a > g(q). Define g' :P---~ A by g'(x)= g(x) if 
x~q and g'(x)= g(x)va  otherwise. It is easy to verify that g' is isotone and so 
g' ~AP;  moreover, if hea P with h~g and h(q) = a, then h~g' .  But now choose 
q to be a maximal element of P such that f (q )> g(q) and choose a = f(q). Then 
f~ g '> g so we must have f = g'. By our choice of q and the construction of g', we 
have f (x )=g ' (x )=g(x)  if x~q;  also, it is clear that we must have 
f(q)>---- g(q). [] 
Theorem 14. I f  A is a bounded semimodular lattice and D is a bounded distribu- 
ave lattice, then A ® D is semimodular. 
Proof. A failure of semirnodularity in A ®]D would involve only finitely many 
elements and each of these elements involves only finitely many elements from D. 
Thus, if A ® D is not semimodular, then we can find a finitely generated (and 
hence finite) sublattice D'  of D Such that A ® D'  is not sernimodular. Therefore, 
we may assume that D is finite. But now Lemma 13 and the semimodularity of A 
quickly imply the semimodularity of A ® D. [] 
We can combine Theorems 10 and 14 to get the semimodular lattice 
(M3 ® B)® D, but as the tensor product in fro is associative, this lattice is iso- 
morphic to Mr3 ~ (B ~) D). But B ® D is modular. Hence, the semimodularity of
(~t[3~B)~D follows from Theorem 10. Unfortunately, my positiveresults end 
here. Below are two examples of semimodular lattices whose tensor product is not 
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semimodular. If A has a maximal chain of length m and C one of length n, ilaen 
A ® C has a maximal chain of length ran. Thus, we can show that A ® C is not 
semimodular by showing that it has a maximal chain of the wrong length. Let/I4 
be the partition lattice on {1, 2, 3, 4}. We will make use of the following result of 
Anderson and Kimura which is similar to Theorem 6. 
Theorem 15 (Anderson and Kimura [1]). Let .4 and C be finite lattices; then 
A @ C = Homl,^(A d, C), the lattice o[ all 1-preserving meet homomorphisms from 
the dual o[ A into C. 
Theorem 16. Neither M4 ~ M4 norM4 ~ 114 is semimodular. 
Proof. We will use Theorem 15 to insure that the inequalities tated below are 
strict. Let the atoms of M4 be a, b, c, d, and note that M4 ® M4 has a maximal 
chain of length 4. But in M 4 ~)M4, 
0<(a, a)<(a,  a)v (b, b)<(a, a)v(b, b)v (c, c) 
<(a, a)v(b, b)v(c, c)v(d, d )<t  
is a chain of length 5 in M4 ® M4, showing that it is not semimodular. Note that 
M3 ~) / /4  has a maximal chain of length 6. But in M3 ®//4, 
O<(a, 
< (a, 
< (a, 
<(o, 
{1, 2}) < (a, {1, 2}{3, 4})< (a, {1, 2}{3, 4})v (b, {1, 3}) 
{1, 2}{3, 4}) v (b, {1, 3}{2, 4}) 
{1, 2}{3, 4}) v (b, {1, 3}{2, 4}) v (c, {1, 4}) 
{1, 2}{3, 4}) v (b, {1, 3}{2, 4}) v (c, {1, 4}{2, 3})<1 
is a chain of length 7 in/M[3 ®//4, showing that it is not semimodular. [] 
It is possible that there are more positive results waiting to be discovered. In 
M3.3 ® M4, I have not found any maximal chains of length other than 6 (nor have 
I been able to prove that it is semimodular). Also, I have never been able to 
construct in any A ® C any maximal chain of length shorter than expected. Thus, 
I make the following conjectures: 
Conjectures. (a) Let A be a finite modular lattice not having M 4 as a sublattice, 
and let B be a finite modular lattice; then A ® B is semimodular. 
(b) Let A and C be semirnodular lattices of length m and n, respectively; then 
every maximal chain in A ® C has length at least ran. 
The absence of M4 as a sublattice plays an important role in matroid theory. 
Namely, the binary matroids (those representable asrestrictions of a vector space 
over GF(2)) are characterized by the absence of a covering M4 at the top if its 
lattice of fiats (i.e., there are no 4 copoints containing the same coline). Let 
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M3 ~ B be geometric of finite length; this happens iff B is geometric and hence a 
direct product of projective geometries. When is M3 ® B binary? Since B = [a, 1], 
B itself must be binary and so is a direct product of projective geometries over 
GF(2). This turns out to be sufficient. To prove this we will use the following 
lemma which characterizes the copoints and colines of M3 ® B. 
Lemma 1% Let B be a modular geometric lattice of finite length. 
(a) Modulo a permutation of components, a copoint of Ms ~ B is either 
(i) (1, x, x) with x a copoint of B, or 
(ii) (x, y, z) with x, y, z copoints of B. 
(b) Modulo a permutation of components, a coline of 11/13 ® B is either 
O) (x, x, x) with x a copoint of B, or 
(ii) (1,x, 
('ai) (x, y, 
(iv) (x, y, 
(v) (x, y, 
with 
x) with x a coline of B, or 
x ^  y) with x, y distinct copoints of B, or 
z) with x a copoint and y, z distinct colines of B, or 
z) such that there is (u, v, w) belonging to case 
u> x, v> y, w> z and u^v¢{x ,  y,z}. 
(a)(ii) above 
Proof.  We will use Lemma 9 and the modular ity of B without explicit mention. 
Let (x, y, z) be a copoint of M3 ® B. Then either x = 1 in which case y = z is a 
copoint of B, or x, y, z are copoints of B. Let (x, y, z) be a coline of M3 ® B. If 
(x, y, z) is covered by (1, u, u), then either x = 1 and y = z is a coline of B, or 
x = y = z = u, or x is a copoint distinct from y = u and z = x ^  u, or x is a copoint 
and y, z are colines. Note that if l>x> y=z ,  then (x ,y ,z )  is not a coline: 
since then (x, y, y )<(1 ,  y, y )<(1 ,  x, x )< l .  Let x be a copoint and y, z distinct 
colines; then y v z is a copoint. But then (0, z, 0) v (x, y, z) = 
(xvz ,  yvz ,  zv(x^(zvy) ) )=(1 ,  yvz ,  uvz) ,  proving that (x, y, z) is a coline. 
Finally, let x, y, z be colines of B, and let (u, v, w)~-- - (x,  y, z); then u> x, 
v> y and w> z. If, forinstance, y=u^w,  then (x, y ,z )<(u,  y ,w)<(u,v ,  w), 
a contradiction. This means that u ^  v~ {x, y, z} so that case (v) occurs. []  
Theorem 18. Let B be a finite modular geometric lattice; M3 ® B is binary if and 
only if B is binary. 
ProoL If M3 ® B is binary, then so is B. Conversely, let B be binary and consider 
a coline of M3 ® B;  there are five cases: 
Case (i) (x, x, x). The only covers of (x, x, x) are (1, x, x), (x, 1, x) and (x, x, 1). 
Hence, no M4 occurs. 
Case (ii) (1, x, x). The only covers of (1, x, x) are of the form (1, x', x') where 
x '> x. Since B is binary, there are at most three such x', and so no M4 occurs. 
Case (iii) {x, y, x ^  y). The only covers of (x, y, x ^  y) are (1, y, y), (x, 1, x) and 
(x, y, z) where x ^  z =y  ^  z = x ^  y and z~ x ^  y. Since B is binary, there is at 
most one such z, and so no M4 occurs. 
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Case (iv) (x, y, z). The only covers of (x, y, z) are (1, y v z, y v z) and (x, y', z') 
with y' # y v z # z', y '>- -  y and z '~ z. Since B is binary, there are at most two 
such y', and so no/lff4 occurs. 
Case (v) (x, y, z). Since x ^  y has corank 4, x v y = x v z = y v z = 1. This implies 
that ff u'> x, then (u', yv(u 'Az) ,  zv (u 'Ay) )~ (x, y, z), yv(u 'AZ)>-- -y  and 
z V(U'A y)> Z. Since x, y, z have at most three covers each, this implies that 
(x, y, z) has at most three covers. Hence, no 1tl4 occurs. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
What other properties does B transfer to Ms ® B? One interesting possibility is 
supersolvability. Recall that an element of a semimodular lattice is modular if ff 
has no comparable relative complements in any interval containing it. A lattice is 
called supersolvable (see [8]) if it has a maximal chain consisting entirely of 
modular elements. Trivially, a modular lattice is supersolvable. It seems likely that 
/Iris ® B is hardly ever supersolvable. 
Proposifmn 19. Ms ® Ms is not supersolvable. 
Proof. We will show that no copoint of/Iris ® Ms is modular: (1, a, a) has (0, b, 0) 
and (0, b, c) as comparable complements while (a, b, c) has (0, a, b) and (c, a, b) as 
comparable complements. [] 
Conj~tmm. Ms ® B is supersolvable if and only if B is distributive (equivalently, 
Ms @ B is modular). 
As the last topic of this paper, let us consider the rank function and the 
Whitney numbers (of the second kind). Given a finite semimodular lattice, ]L, r(x) 
is the rank of x e L and W(n) is the number of elements in ]L of rank n. Given a 
finite B, we want to compute r and W for/lff3 ® B given these functions for B. 
Notice that if B has rank k, then/iris ® B has rank 2k. 
[ammm 20. Let (a, b, c )~Ms®B;  then 
r((a, b, c))= r(a)+ r(b) + r (c ) - r (a  A b A c). 
Proof. Of course, a ^  b ^  c is the common pairwise meet of a, b, c. It is easy to see 
that for any d ~ B, r((d, d, d)) = 2r(d) and that 
r((a, b, c)) = ( r (a) -  r(a A b A C)) + (r(b)-  r(a A b A C)) 
+ (r(c)-- r(a A b A C)) + 2r(a A b A C). 
The statement of the lemma follows from thi~. [] 
Proposition 21. In M3 ® Mk, w(1) = 3k, w(2) = 3k 2 -  3k + 3, and w(3) = 
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k3-3ka+5k. Let Pq be the lattice of flats of PG(2, q). In M3®Pq, w(1)= 
3q 2 + 3q + 1, w(2) = 3q 4 + 6q a + 12q 2 + 9q + 6, w(3) = q6 + 2q5 + 8q4 + 10qa + 12qa + 
6q+6,  w(4) = 3q6+3qS+3q4+3q3+7q2+7q+4, and w(5) = qS+q4_q2_  1. 
Proot. The computations are routine. Let us compute w(4) for M3 ® Pq, for 
example. There are four types of elements of rank 4: (1, p, p) (p a point), (l, p, p') 
(l a line, p and p' distinct points), (l, l', p) (l and l' distinct lines containing p), 
and (1, l, l) (l a line). The number of elements which are of the form (1, p, p) (or 
a permutation of components thereof) is 3(q2+q + 1); for (l, p, p') the number is 
3(q2+q+l)q2(q2-1); for (l, l',p) it is 3(q2+q+l)(q+l)q, while for (l, l, l) it is 
qa+q+l .  This gives w(4) as claimed. [] 
Some simple computations show that w(n) is log concave for/lit3 (~/~ for all k 
and for 1113 ® Pq for all q. Does logarithmic oncavity hold for M3 ® B whenever 
B is a finite modular geometric lattice? In order to compute w(n) for this general 
case, we need to compute r~,~q, the number of ordered triples of fiats in 
PG(n - 1, q) whose pairwise intersections are empty and the sum of whose ranks 
is m. I do not know a nice expression for this number. 
Of course, I have just scratched the surface of the combinatorial structure of 
/~3 (~ ]El. Hopefully, these lattices will provide another useful class of examples 
from which we can learn more about semimodular and geometric lattices. The 
construction $ ® D where S is semimodular and D distributive is likely to be of 
less interest, since S ® D is geometric itt S is geometric and D is boolean. But in 
this case, S ® D- -S"  where r is the number of atoms of D. 
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